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Abstract
Fast manipulation of unknown objects is a basic ability on the way to the robotic co-worker, because it is mostly impractical to have a model of each object in the environment. This paper addresses the problem of grasping and delivering
unknown objects by an industrial robot from a table using one single camera image. The delivery planning for each object
is done with respect to the packing problem, with the additional constraint that the objects must be regraspable after their
delivery. The aim is to build up a system, which has for example the ability to tidy up a table. For this aim, we present
two planning algorithms, one for the grasp planning and one of the delivery planning. The performance and robustness of
the system is validated by test runs with several objects.
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Introduction

For human beings it is easy to grasp unknown objects. For
a robot, this task is one of the most challenging problems.
But it is one important step to reach the goal of a robot as
a helper or co-worker. Nobody can imagine the objects a
robot has to deal with, if its task is to tidy up an apartment
or an assembly shop. In such situations, a robot must have
the ability to grasp unknown objects and to deliver this object into a storage device.
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Experiments

In this section we evaluate the success of reaching our objectives. We investigate the performance of the planner
by grasping and delivering several objects with our hardware setup. And we measure the runtime of each component, both planning and execution by the robot to evaluate whether we meet our most important objective being
fast. We executed our planning algorithms with the 7 DoF
KUKA LWR IV, a Schunk parallel jaw gripper and a standard webcam, mounted at the robot’s wrist. Figure 4 shows
the successes rates of the grasp planner and object modeller for a selection of our test objects. Both components
were executed ten times on each object, always with a new
camera image. A failure was counted when the real grip or
the planning was not successful, caused by an inaccurate
object model or selecting an unsuitable grasp region.
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Delivery Planning The focus of delivery planning is on
finding a solution for the two-dimensional online packing
problem, so that the unknown objects can be regrasped
later on. Since the objects are unknown, there is no possibility to perform an offline planning step as known from
the classical container loading problem.
The locations where objects can be delivered are represented by free regions, selected by different criteria. Our
solution approximates the grasped objects by their minimum volume bounding boxes. For regrasping the object
by a standard gripper, we enlarge these boxes so that there
is enough space between the already placed objects. The
object is rotated, so that the bounding box is aligned with
the boundary of the delivery area.
Before the first object is placed, the delivery area is represented by a free region covering the whole area. After the
placement, the first free region is divided into three areas.
The first is the bounding box of the object and the other
two areas are the new free regions, with the property, that
each region covers the maximum rectangular area inside
the original free region. An object is heuristically placed
at that corner of a free region, which is the closest to a corner of the delivery area. The free regions are stored in a
list, sorted by the minimum distance between a free region
corner and a corner of the delivery area. This order ensures
that in doubt the free region is chosen, whose distance to a
corner of the delivery area is minimal. For all further objects, one of the free regions in the list is selected, proceeding further on. In Figure 3 the state of the planner is shown
after two objects (black boxes) were placed in the delivery
area. The three free regions are represented as coloured
boxes and their order in the mentioned list is shown on the
right.

the objects bounding box. The free region with the minimum difference is chosen. If there are more than one area
with the same objective value the first one is chosen. The
third objective function (bestfitDist) computes the distance
between a free region and the objects bounding box for
each axis. These two values are sorted lexicographically.
And the free region with minimal objective value is chosen.

1"
2

or even hands by adapting the underlying function of the
Hough transformation.

Figure 4: The graph shows the success of a grasp for several objects. For every object the text was executed ten
times.

Figure 3: Left: State of the delivery area after placing
two objects (black). Right: the order of the free-space list
from left to right. The colours of the free-spaces vary, to
to distinguish them. Their numbers show the order of their
formation.
A free region is selected by the means of an objective function. We implemented three types: The first one (firstfit)
takes the first free region the object’s bounding box fits
into. The second one (bestfitVol) computes the difference
between the volume of the free region and the volume of

Robotic Experiments Figure 5a-c shows three of the
test objects during the grasp execution and the corresponding camera image. These images show the grasp regions ,
the supporting line , which is used to rate the pair of grasp
regions and the minimum bounding box.
The baby’s rattle (Figure 5a) could be grasped successfully
despite the fact that there is no strait line on the surface but
rather a curved surface.
Even when the objects are located on top of each other
(Figure 5c), the grasp planner is able to plan a proper grasp
configuration and the robot executes the grasp successfully.
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The object must be grasped exactly in the
figuration, for the accuracy of the delivery.
racy limits the delivery planner. In this case the bounding
All of these robots first need to grasp the unknown object.
box around the object is not minimal, so the space-saving
As shown in Section 2 there are many solutions. We fopacking becomes worse. But this is a minor problem becus on a fast solution with a minimum of sensor input, to
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Figure 5d shows the delivering area filled up with several
grip, too. Regarding the size of the gripper jaws minimizes
already placed objects. Currently the robot packs the rethe effects of external torque to the grip, like [5].
mote control next to a black music-player. Note that the
Our focus on minimizing the computation time of the planspace between the gripper-jaws and the black music player
ners is motivated out of the fact, that, during interaction
is minimal.
with a human, the robot should act as expected, meaning
pauses for planning during the movement or special moveComputation Time For the runtime measurements, we
ments for the object modelling should be non-existent. Our
used a standard personal computer with a 2.66 GHz quad
approach does not need or perform such movements.
core CPU and 4 GB RAM. We measured the computation
time of the grasp and delivery planner. Both planners including the computation of the object model were executed
6 Conclusion
6000 times. The average computation time of the grasp
planner is 26.51 ms and the maximum was 34.45 ms. The
We have succeeded in grasping and delivering unknown
maximum computation time of the delivery planner was
objects located on a table [1] using only one image is used.
1.3 ms. This is together approximately the frame rate of
The grasp planner uses the Hough transformation to extract
the used camera.
the grasp regions and to group them into pairs. Further on,
the robot and gripper configuration is computed directly
on the results of the Hough transformation. The planner is
5 Discussion
robust against noisy sensor data, takes the real size of the
gripper jaws into account to reduce the effect of external
Since there is no general purpose robot for pick and place
torque and the tolerance with respect to the positioning of
tasks in an unknown environment, like [17], we think that a
the robot is ensured. The delivery planning of the unknown
bunch of behaviours for a wide set of situations needs to be
objects packs the objects with maximum density in a given
developed. Combining these behaviours should give us a
rectangular area, allowing the robot to regrasp them. The
solution for such a robot. There are already some addressexperimental results show that the two planners have the
ing the delivery of an object towards a person [17], overcapabilities to handle various objects even if they have no
handing an object to a persons hand [10, 13] and opening a
perfect planar surface. The overall computation time for
door [16]. We offer a possibility to pack unknown objects
the object modelling, grasp and delivery planning is less
to a given area, like a tray, as a part of the mentioned bunch
than 36 ms, which is approximately the frame rate of the
of behaviours. These behaviour can be sued for butler-task
used camera. The system is able to tidy up a table, to pack

these objects into given rectangular delivery area, for example a tray, and to regrasp every stored object. Hence we
have introduced another behaviour on the way to a general
purpose robots for pick and place tasks.
Our next steps are to include depth image information to
both planners and to remove the constraint, that the objects
need to be located on a table in a known environment.
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